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Abstract 
The MITS multigouplcontinmus-energy electnm-photon 

Monte Carlo transpolt code system bas maimed to the point that 
it is capable of addressing more realistic tfnee-dimeasional 
adjoint applications. It is first employed to efficiently predict 
point doses as a function of source energy for simple three- 
dimensional experimental geometries exposed to simulated 
unifm isotmpic planar so1vces of monoenexgetic electrons up 
to 4.0 MeV. Results am in very good agreement with 
expimental data. It is then used to efficiently simulate dose to 
a detector in a subsystem of a GPS satellite due to its natlnal 
electron environment, empioying a relatively complex model of 
the satellite. The capability for survivamty analysis of space 
systems is demonstrated, and results am obtained with and 
wiihout variance duction. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The adjoint traasport method is a powerful technique for 
simulating applications where a howledge of the &cie flux 
is only required fora Testricted region of phase space, but where 
this knowledge is required for source pararneters sparming a 
large region of phase space. Space applications often f d  into 
tlris category. Fm example, mission-avemged diation 
envinmments encountered by space systems are often broadly 
distributed in space, energy, andangle. F&rmore, the analyst 
may only be intenxted in the effect of this radiation on a small 
region of the system, swh as the dose to a mall detector. 

fn &e imporiant case of coupled electron photon tnmqwrt, 
tb only meihod k t  meets the combined xquimmerits of space 
applications for geometrical complexity and physical accuracy 
is Monte Carlo. The Lrde,orated TIGER Series ( I T S )  117 is one 
of a few codes thai meets these Iequiremeents. However, the run 
iimes for the simulation of many of these applications using 
conventional, or forward, tnimport U e  that of ITS a m  so 
profri?ilive that lb adjoint method may be the only practical 
method for solving swh problems. 

We have developed an adjoint capability for ITS that should 
be especially suited to space applications. This MultigrOupI 

ContinuOus-Energy Intengated TIGER Series (MlTS)  Monte 
Carlo code system [23 c o m b s  the m s s  section genexator 
h m  the CEPXS/ONELD code system [3I with the inpdoutput 
and geometry mutines of ITS to obtain the Monte Carlo 
solution of the time-independent Boltzmann-Fokker-Phcanck 
equation [4]. A pzsiiminary version of the MITS system has 
been extensively verified a g k t  experiment and other 
computational methods in one dimensional applications, and 
has also been verified against other Monte W o  methods in a 
simple three-dune * nsional benchmark [23. Tn pamcutar, the 
utility of the adjoint mode of MI?1s was demonstrated. The 
software has matured to the point w h  more realistic 
applications can be addressed. 

In this paper we first compsll~ adjoint predictions of MITS 
with experimental daia for a daiively simple &me- 
dimensional application. In these experiments the spatial and 
angular distribution of the source simulate h e  that am 
chacteristic of approximately d o r m  isotropic radiation 
fields often encountered in space applications. In an application 
of much greater geometrical complexity, the MlTS system is 
suhseqwdy used, again in the adjoint m&, to predict the 
energy deposition in a subsystem of the Global Positioning 
System (GPS) satellites due to the n a W  electmn 
environment. The adjoint method efficiently predicts the 
dependenc0 of the d e p i t i m  on the kinetic energy and spatial 
location of the source electrons. In paaicular, the latter 
demombtea how the adjoint method can mveal weaknesses in 
the shielding of selected satellite components. 

'All calcdations wem performed on an IBM RSi6000 970 
(56O+quivalent) work statim 

II. 3-D EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATlON 

Van Gunten [5,6] measud three-dimensional dose 
distributions in hollow alrrminum cubs due to isotropic 
radiation fields of electrons of vaxious momenergetic sources. 
Usixg r a d i o c h ~ c 4 y e  film dosimeters and a scheme for 
simulating the isotmpic fields, he measured the dose 
distxibutions inside c u k  of varying waIl thicknesses at 
electron BouTce enetgies up io 4.0 MeV. 
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FIGURE 1. Comparison of the dose measurements of 
Van Grmten [5,q at the front and back wall of an 
aluminum cube irradiated on the front wall by a 
uniform, isotropic, and monoenergetic flux as a function 
of source electron energg with the p d i d i o n s  of a single 
adjoint calculation. 
A single adjoint calcdation was performed for the dose at 

the center and just inside a wall, w h m  that wall is exposed to 
the electron s o m e  (front wall) and where the opposite wall is 
exposed to the some (?Jack wall). By symmetxy the same 
experimental data was obtained by indiatkg only one wall. 
Fi,w 1 compares the calculated d a b  with the experimental 
data. Not shown, but also obtained from tbis calculation, are the 
predicted doses where any of the four k&xal walis am exposed 
to the s o w e  (these four distributions are the same from the 
symmetry of the problem). Thus, a single adjoint calculation 
gives the predicted dose at a point for all source energies and all 
source surfaces. Obtaining this informaton would have 
required muliiple calculatioxs in the forwad mode. n e  
a p m e n t  between tfie calculations and tfis experimeotal data 
in Fig. 1 is quit0 good, The run time for the calculation was 4.7 
hxs, ~ e s u l t h g  in a statistical uncertainty that is usualiy less than 
1 % but reaches a maximum of 3 % in the lowest-magy group. 

The +-e of the aluminum cube is 20.32 cm and the wall 
thickness is 0.1524 cm. The latteris small enoughthat the dose 
is dominated by direct electron deposition over the range of 
601~~9 energies plottad in Fig. 1. E lower energies or thicker 
walls had keen chosen, the dose would have beendomhated by 
bremssaung produced by the so- electrons. This would 
have been a more severe test of the MITS code, but 
experimental data for this situation w e  not available. Au 
example of such a ''combined radiation effects" adjoint 
calculation uskg the iWs system is given in the followkg 
GPS application (see also Reference [ZD. 

In contrast to Fig. I, Fig. 2 shows the mors familiar sort of 
information obtained from a single forward calculation at 3.0 
MeV, namely enesgy deposition profiles as a function of 
distance from the wall exposed to the 6om-w along a line 
through its center and one through its corner. Obtainkg this 
information would have requid multiple calculations in the 
adjoint mode. Agreement with experiment is again very good. 
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FIGURE 2. Comparison ofthe dose measurements of 
Van Gunten 15,q as a fuucfhn of distance fFom the wall 
of an aluminum cube irradiated by a uniform, isotropk, 
3.0 MeV flux along a line through the center and 
through the corner ofthe wall with the predictions of a 
single forward calcul&on. 

Note also the agreement between the forward calcdation of the 
dose at the extmmes of the profile along the center with the two 
adjoint ~ s u l t s  at 3.0 MeV in Fig. 1. 

III. GPS APPLICATION 

Because of the altitude and incliaation at which GPS 
satellites am deployed, they are exposed to a very severe natural 
electron environment. Components must be sufficiently 
radiation hard to survive the mission-avexaged total dose. The 
h4lTS code system has the capability of @cting these doses 
witha higher degree of confidence thanthe less accrrrate mass- 

c&, albeit witfi a much l~n-er  run time. On the 
other hand, it is appLications such as these for which simulation 
by conventional fonvard Monte Carlo codes like ITS is 
prechdedhy-excessive nm k. 

One of the subsystems aboard the GPS satellite is the Burst 
Detector Dosimeter (3DD) box. The ACCEPT code of the 
MITS system was employed to Calculate the dose at a point 
within tfris subsystem. 

A. Geometry 

.Figure 3 is a projection of the geomefrical model employed 
for &tion adys i s  of the BDD box. It consists of a set of 
components inside an (actual) aluminum bx. The five external 
walls of the b x  a m  0.508 cm thick The model is described 
uskg the combinatorial geometry (CG) method of the ACCEm 
code and represents all materials by duminm with diffexent 
mass densities so as to p m e  the actual masses and 
dimensions. The model includes an artificial army of small 
hemispherical shells srnrolmding the locations of the detectors 
[q w b  dose is to be calculated. The detector location 
selected for the adjoint MITS simlilation is indicated in the 
figum. Ths hemispherical shell fiad inner and outer radii of 
0.1067 and 0,1270 cm, respectively. 
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main body. All of these objects as well as the main body itself 
will perturb the natural environment, &us affecting the 
radiation field to which the BDD is exposed. Consequently, a 
realistic &dation of the effkct of the naha l  enviroMneot on 
the BDD box should &Me the full satellite geometry. 

What we have done in the pxesent simulation is to include 
reasonably full detail of the BDD box itself as shown in Fig. 3, 
dong with a simplified mode1 of the rest of the satellite as 
already approximated in Fig. 4. The BRL-CAD model is 
already consistent witfi the CG speciikation of the ACCEPT 
code. We homogenized the main body as a single RPP and each 
of the cylinckical and comcal featmx of Fig. 4, as well as a few 
o k  less obvious features of that figure. They were 
homogenized to solid regions of aluminum with mass densities 
tbat preserve the total masses and external dimensions. The 
projection of the resuithg CG M y  specification is plotted in 
Fig. 5 h m  a merent pe-tive. The vktually black i n t e d  
portion of the 3DD box in the projection is a consequence of the 
detail to w€richthis subsystemhas knmodekd (SeeFig. 3). 

FIGURE 3. Projestion of the geometrical mode1 of the 
BDD box employed in dudations with the MITS code 
of the dose at the indicated detectoL 

3. Source Specification 

F?GURE 4. A p p m h t e  model of the GPS satellite 
obtained with BRLrcAI) IS] showing the location of 
the BDD box. 

y i  
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V 

FIGURE 5. Projection of the combinatoriai geometry 
body specification approximating the GPS sateUiie in 
simuJations with the ACCEPT. code of the MlTS 
VSteXIL 

The instrument is m o d  on the outside of the satellite at 
the minhusn-Z plane of the projection of Fig. 3. In the BRL- 
CAD [SI model of Fig. 4, it is shown momted atop the we, 
approximately mtangular ~ e l e p i p e d  @PP) rimin body of 
iim GPS satellite. Numerous other c y W d y  shaped 
antermas and other components a m  similarfy mounted atop the 

Any non-meninmt surface element in a uniform isotropic 
radiation field wil l  experience a constant inward-directed 

makes a negative contribuiicm to tfke cunent) that bas a cosine- 
law a n g g  distribution with Ir",spect to the inward n o d .  
Comequedy, in fonvard mode WB surmund the satellite 
geometq witha nonreentrant surface, sample sowe positions 
u r i i f d y  in are8 overthis surface, and sarnple sowe dkction 
fmm acosins-law distribution wiih respxt io the local inward 
d ai the sampled some  position, ipning tbe ouhvard- 
going half of the flux. On the one band, the surface should 
chumscribe the satellite as snugly as possible for efficient 

that miss the satellite). Oathe other haad, &e surface should be 
simple enough to avoid unnecessarily complicaied sampling 
dgoxithms. Any of the CG primitive body types of the 
ACCEPT code should satisfy the latter condition. W e  chose to 
S U X T O ~  the GPS satellite witha tightly fitting RPP, the WIPCB 
WP. To obtain dose per unit flux for absolute nonnaliLa&on, 
the default dose per source electron is multiplied by one fourth 
the of the source RPP. A factor of one half comes h m t b  
raiio.of the 2n ste* CUIlenf density to the 2n flux and th0 
second factor of one half comes from the i c t  tbai the olrtward- 
g o i q  half of tbe flux is i g g  in that calcdation 

surface cum3nt (igxmling the half of the isotrapic nux that 

s8mPling of s o m  particles (llxbhim sampzing of puticles 

The spcelangle sampling just descded is carried out 
explicitiy ody for fmaxd Monte Ca~lo calculations. In adjoint 
mode tfiis saxupling is replaced by an implicit folding of th~ 
adjoint flux based on the function of the detector dose 
withthe GPS uxxifonnisotropic flux at the sowx Rpp as shown 
in Eiq. (2) of Ref. [Z]. 

The spectrum of i€ie rmifonnif.?Qtropic %ux to whichthe six 
faces of tb source RPP enclopiing the satellite a m  exposed is 
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PIG- 5. Spectrum of the uniform isotropic 
electron energy flux [9,lO] to which the GPS satellite 
is exposed, with minimum and d u m  energies of 
0.04 and 6.0 MeV, respedively. 

plotted in Fig. 6 [9,10]. Tb minimum and maximuxu energies 
are 0.04 and 6.0 MeV, respectively. The thickness of the five 
external walls is more than the range of an electron with an 
energy of 2.0 MeV. Only about half a pxcent of the Gome 
electrons have energies ageatex than this value. Consequently, 
the some  spectrum is dominated by electrons that do not have 
energies sufficient to penetrate the walls, and the dose is 
dominated by the effects of tnremsstxahhg radiation. 

C. Results 

radiation dose where necessary. Of course, such analyses are 
most effectively camed out d-0 the design phase of a system. 

Finally, the importance function from the adjoint 
calculation can be used io reduce the variance of a forward 
calculation Suppose, for example, that point deposition is not 
su.fiicient, but rather a localized dose profile is required. 
Obtaming this profile would necessitate multiple adjoint 
calculations. On the other fiand, the hportance function from a 
single adjoint calculation of the dose in the region of interest 
could- be. employed-to efficiently bias a siqle forwad 
calculation of the dose profile. It should be emphasized, 
however, that the p f i l 0  must be sufficiently localized that the 
importance function is valid for &e entire profile region. 

FIGURE 7. Contour plots of the spatial importance 
function of the detector d e  using a flat spectrum of 
source electmns from 0.04 to 6.0 MeV. 

Consider, for example, the followiq. Tb source as we have 
described it is already uniform in spice and direction. If we 
were to make it urrifonn in energy 8s well (flat spectrum), we 
c o u l d u s e t ~ r e ~ ~ t o o ~ t h e d o s e f o r a n y s o ~ e w i ~ t h e  
energy range of the calculation. We would simply save the dose 
differential in all of the p-s paameters. We could then 
obiain the dose for an arbitrary some  after the MITS 
calculation has been completed by f o l d q  that source with the 
saved differed distributions. The numerical accuracy of this 
procedure would be limited only by the histognun fonn and the 
statistical accuracy of the distributions. 

Perhaps more important is the possibility of employing tb 
differential dose idonnation for improving the design of the 
system. These distributions, or imprtance functions, reveal 
those sowe paxameters tbat contribute most s w l y  to the 
calculated dose. They could point to minor manangemnts in 
subsystems or the optjmkizion (i. e., * stion of weight 
penalty) of additional sfiieldisg that could sign5cantly reduce 

. * 

the dark regioninthe comer of the minimum-Y plane. f-Iad we 
chosen a detector location deeper within the satellite, the 

Gaps 

FIGURE 8. Projection ofthe GPS body specification 
showing two unobstructed paths from the maximum-x 
and maximumy su.r€aces of the some RPP to the 
3DD box that correlate with regions of high spatial 
importance on these surfaces in Fig. 7. 
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dynamic q u e  of this function would presumably have been 
much smaller, and the dose would not have keen dominated by 
so smaLl a spatial xegion of the sowe. 

Note the elongated dark regions on tfie maximumX and 
maximum-Y planes near the top of satellite and a w y  fnrm ihe 
BDD box. These conespond to source areas of t k e  planes 
where the xadiation has a relatively unobstmcted path to the 
box. They can be comhted with gaps mi& the antenna field 
as shown in Fig. 8. If this were a si,dcant conhibution to the 
dose, designers could, for example, use this information to 
reanaqge the antexma field and/or add shieldixg in such a way 
as to minimize the weight penaity. 

In Fig. 9% we have plotted the contribution to the dose from 
the minimum-Y plane (i.e., the one &at dominates the total 
dose) differentialinsource energy, as wellas its integral, for& 
flat source Spectnan. This energy impxiaxice function shows 
tfie dominance of high-energy sowe e l e c ~ n s  for a flat source 
spectrum. This dominance may be due to the fact that bigh- 
energy elecimns have the &st chance of leach& the detector 
and/or that they prodwe more radiation tbat can reach the 
detector. The statistical uncexiainty in this contribution was 
028% for a runtime of about 20 b. 

Fi,oure 9b s h w s  the same importance function for the GPS 
spectnrm. The dominance of low-energy electrons in the 
spectxum is reflected in their incxeased importance hem. 
However, the large Statistical fluchations lead to a statistical 
uncertainty in the contribution of ibis source plane to the total 
dose that is 5.3 % for a run time of 20.9 h. The large statisiical 
uncertainty Telative to the flat source spectrum is a consequence 
of the fact &ai while Fig. 9a shows that low-energy soma 
electmns make a disproportionately low (statistidy poor) 
contribution to the dose, it is just these low-enexgy electmm 
tbat am highly weighted by the GPS spectnun. 

Thus, even in adjoint transport, variance duction is highly 
deskble, if not ne-cessaxy. Because the detector is beyond the 
range of ali but a few of the s o m e  electrons, we am faced with 
a combined radiation effecis cdculation. Such simulations are 
among the most diflicdt for Monte Carlo electron-photon 
transport, forward or adjoint This is because variance- 
reductionmethods fbr the efficient calculation of the production 
of radiation by electrons generally Mpede those for efficiently 
calculating the energy deposition d t h g  h m  tbat radiation 

To overcome this difficulty, we make use of a new variance- 
reduction package [ 1 13 that will be implemented in both MlTS 
and ITS. In particular, for the present adjoint calculation 
variance reduction was achieved by -0 electron-to-photon 
cross sections in the vicinity of the source and photon-te 
electron production in the vicinity of the detector. Tfie resulting 
energy hport.nce function for the GPS spectnm 
cone&- to Fig. 9b is plotted in Fig. 9c. Except for an 
anomaly mar 1.0 M0V, the biasing has substantially lrduced 
the statistical BuctuationS. The run time was 9.42 firs, and we 
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FIGURE 9. Energy importance fuuctions of the 
detector dose and their integhals for the minimum-Y 
plane of the so- RPP for (a) the flat spectrum 
withaut variance reduction, (3) the GPS specbrum 
without variance reduction, and (c) the GPS spectrum 
with variance reduction. 

obtain2.2lxlO'" MeV/g-yr as the contribution to the Qse from 
this d a c e  witha statisticaluncertainty of 4.4%. The biasing 
has $4 the variance by a factor of thee CEq. (5) of Ref. 
[2]). The coniribution to &e dose without biasing was 
2.06~10'~ MeVIg-yr, whichagrees withthe b i d r e s u l t  Within 
the StatiStid unceT&intieS. 

?-he total dose to the detector for the GPS environment, as 
well as t f ie  contribution to fhe dose from each of the six sides of 
the some  FPP, am shown in Table 1. Results am shown with 
and without the us8 of the variance duction package. The 
numbers in p8I8ntheses am the estimated oneaigma statistical 
uncertainties expressed as a percent of the doee that they follow. 
About half the total dose comes from the minimm-Y surface. 



That surface together with the minimum-X and maximum-Z 
surfaces contxibuie over 90% of the total k a u s e  these planes 
offer the most unobstnrcted expo- of the 3DD box to the 
electron environment. Still, probably in excess of 5% is 
contributed by the other 3 planes. This distribution of the dose 
among the source planes is, of course, llnique to the detector we 
fiave chosen. A detector somewhem else in the satellit0 system 
will, in general, have an entirely different spatial impomce 
function 

I Dose (MeV/g-yr) t 
I sudacel no variance reductio7 variance reduction I 

maxy l . 6 0 ~ 1 0 ~  (18. ) 1.49~10~ (20, ) 

minx 7.78~10~ (10. ) 1 7.8OxlO9 ( 6.5) 

1 maxx 1 l.12X109 (16. ) 16.83~10~ ( 8.6) 1 

TABLE 1: Total dose to the detector fortfie G G  
environment and contribution to the dose from 
each of the six sides of the source RPF! 

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Using the rvzlTS system, we have demonstxated the 
exceptional efficiency of adjoint Monte Carlo for skula&- the 
responses of point detectors in spaca applications. 

Dose pfedictionS of the ACCEPT code of the MlTS code 
system in the adjoint mode rn in very good agreement with the 
tfnee dimensional measurements of Van Gunten h m  an 
experimentally simulated miform isotropic electron flux. It 
would be desirable to have such data for wall thicknesses 
beyond the ranges of the some electrons. Fredick- these 
radiation-dominated doses would be a more severe test of ihe 
MITS codes. 

In the much more complex simulation of the dose to a 
detector in the GPS satellite, the MlTS system was able to 
generate spatial and energy importance functions. Thew are 
powerful tools for analyzing the radiation survivability of space 
systems. Moreover, they can be employed to prerllct the Qse to 
the detector for an arbitxary ~ 0 1 5 ~ 0  distribution w i t h  the phase 
space Bpanned by the calculation. 

reduction procedures for the adjoint mode of the MITS system 
and to efficiently use adjoint results for opthizing f d  
Monte Carlo simulations. 

The GPS application is an application where not only are 
run times of the farwaTd solutions very long, if not prohibitive, 
but the adjoint solutions themselves r e q h  very long run times 
as well. Extensive analyses of these applications Wiu mpim 
parallel ptocessing. Them are already developmental parallel 
versions of the ITS systems that have been nm on a UNDI: 
workstation network[l2], the hiel PARAGON [13j, and both 
few-processor [14] and many-pmcessor (Maui High 
Performance Computbg Center) [15] I3M SP2 systems. 
Because Monte Carlo is inherently pamllelizabb, this work 
shows that efficiencies in excess of 90% are easily achieved for 
large problems. Version 4.0 of the XTS system will have a 
pallel Option. This capability is easily extendible to MlTS as 
well. Moreover, achieviq a capability for -0 either code 
system on the multi-teraflop mackins now bekg developd 
should be stmightforward. 
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